SIX WAYS TO
HELP YOUR
ORGANIZATION BE
MORE INCLUSIVE

It takes COURAGE to stand up to bias and advocate for a
welcoming and fair culture at your organization. But courage
alone won’t ensure that you actually make a difference.
These strategies can INCREASE your chances.

MODEL AND SUPPORT INCLUSIVENESS
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Model fairness and inclusivity
in your own behavior.

It feels good to support a cause and
think, “I’m an ally,” but beware the
common trap of thinking that just
because you’re in favor of reducing
bias, you’re doing all you need to.
Some diversity experts suggest that
the most effective thing you can do to
address unconscious bias is to focus
less on changing others’ behaviors and
more on changing your own.
So, where in the course of your work
could you be more vigilant about
disrupting bias-prone behaviors? Maybe
you could reconsider the people you
ask to give input on a project, those you
choose to invite to meetings, or the way
you word an email.

As with any skill, identifying bias and
becoming more inclusive takes ongoing
exploration and practice. When you
find a tactic or approach that works for
you, share it with others to spread your
positive impact (see #4 for more).
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Show support for and learn
from people who have been
the target of bias.

One of the most powerful ways to
understand the insidious and harmful
nature of unconscious bias is to hear
the personal, real experiences of people
you know. Just about everyone has a
story. We heard from a woman who was
patronizingly asked to be a “booth babe”
at an industry conference and a business
development rep who saw a huge
increase in responses to his email pitches

after changing his name from Ta’Darrell
to Darrell.
Simply hearing these stories doesn’t
fix things, but it does give you the
opportunity to show support (e.g.,
“I’m sorry that happened to you”) and
raise your awareness of the kinds of
behaviors you should watch out for
in yourself and others.

Focus less on changing
others’ BEHAVIORS
and more on changing
YOUR OWN.

And while it’s not fair to expect people
from target groups to teach you how
to address bias, sometimes it does
make sense to seek their expertise. For
example, as part of his hiring process,
experienced manager Shahan Mohideen
recruited candidates who were military
veterans. Once he had resumes in hand
with military-specific job titles and
experiences he didn’t recognize, he
asked for help from a veterans’ group
on LinkedIn and colleagues who are
veterans. “I apologized in advance and
pleaded ignorance,” he explains, “and
said, ‘I need help reading these resumes.’”
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We think we
see the world
AS IT IS, when
in fact we see
the world AS
WE ARE.
STEPHEN R. COVEY
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DEVELOP RESPONSES TO COUNTER BIAS
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Develop a few responses you
can use when you encounter
instances of potential bias.

Publicly calling out people as biased
is much more likely to make them feel
defensive or ostracized than it is to
inspire them to change their behavior.
A subtler, more effective approach:
Ask people to clarify or reconsider a
comment or behavior in a way that gives
them a chance to save face (after all,
most people don’t intend to be biased).

Addressing a biased
comment or action
can HELP you and the
other person REALIZE
their behavior may
cause unintended harm.

Think of a few helpful responses ahead
of time so you don’t draw a blank and
say nothing or say something in the
moment that you regret. Good options
include questions you ask in a genuinely
curious tone and phrases that share your
own experience and that assume positive
intent (e.g., “I don’t think you meant it
this way, but…”).

A few examples you could use or modify
for your situation:
• “I’m not sure I understand. What do
you mean by X?”
• “Do you think this is a problem
with the person, or could it be a
perception problem? Or is there
something else that we aren’t
aware of?”
• “How did you come to that
conclusion?”
• “I haven’t experienced that with
this person. Do you perhaps mean
assertive rather than abrasive?”
• “I know you didn’t mean it this way,
but some might find your comment
demeaning.”
• “I know you didn’t mean it this way,
but some might see the image in
that campaign as biased. Under the
title ‘Suspicious Solicitors,’ the man
in the picture is a person of color.
Could we talk through some ideas
to avoid that negative perception?”
• “I realize that some people might
be okay with that term, but I’m
uncomfortable with it. Would you
be open to using X instead?”
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Courage is
what it takes to
STAND UP and
speak; courage
is also what it
takes to SIT
DOWN and listen.
WINSTON CHURCHILL, POLITICIAN
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TEAM UP TO ENACT GROUP STRATEGIES
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Team up with diversityminded colleagues to
enact group strategies.

A chorus is more powerful than a single
voice. Depending on your situation,
you could:
• DEVISE TEAM TACTICS AND
SHARE THEM ACROSS YOUR
ORGANIZATION.
For example, if your company lacks
robust hiring practices to reduce
bias, create your own when it’s time
for your team to hire (or offer to
work with your manager to do so).
Enlist your direct reports to help you
define the role’s core competencies
and a candidate rating system, or to
serve as judges for test projects. Or
maybe you can work with peers to
research job posting sites that reach
diverse candidates or events where
you can source a diverse candidate
pool then share those resources
with other hiring managers across
the company.

When you ask others to join you in
amplifying good ideas from diverse
sources, your group has the power
to shift your meeting culture from
one where the loudest or most
powerful voices prevail to one
where the best ideas, with proper
credit given, prevail.
• STRATEGICALLY WORK WITH
TEAMMATES TO INFLUENCE
YOUR MANAGER.
This may be manipulative, but it can
also be helpful, especially when it’s

approached constructively. One
employee told us about their busy
but well-intentioned manager who
sometimes made hasty or potentially
biased decisions: “There are three of
us who coordinate how we will talk
about an issue with our manager
in our 1-on-1s and team meetings.
If he hears our message enough
times during the week, he often
sees the reasoning and takes our
recommendation.”

Amplifying good IDEAS from DIVERSE sources has the power to
shift meeting culture from one where the powerful voices prevail
to one where the BEST ideas, with proper credit given, PREVAIL.

• AMPLIFY OTHERS’ GOOD IDEAS
IN MEETINGS.
Sometimes all it takes is one
good listener to stop a group from
overlooking or co-opting a person’s
good idea (e.g., “Hae-Won brings
up a good point. Could we spend
a few minutes talking about it?”).
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TALK ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF DIVERSITY
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 peak to your manager and/
S
or your HR department about
the importance of diversity and
inclusion at your organization.

What can one person do against
systemic ills, such as a lack of diversity
in hiring or just plain apathy toward
diversity and inclusion? More than you
might think, especially if you’re persistent.
It all starts with talking about the issue
and encouraging others to do the same.
In certain environments, speaking up
carries political risk. Choose your battles
carefully, make your good intentions
clear, and team up with others in order
to both reduce risk and increase your
chance of success.
Here are a few ideas to get you started:

It all STARTS WITH
TALKING about the
issue and encouraging
others to do the same.
Make your GOOD
INTENTIONS clear, and
team up with others to
increase your success.

• IF YOUR ORGANIZATION HAS AN
ENGAGEMENT SURVEY, USE IT TO
GIVE DETAILED FEEDBACK.
Particularly if you feel left out at
your company, you may cynically
disregard employee surveys. But
they provide an easy, anonymous
way to share your unvarnished
views with the executive team. And
if several people mention the same
issue, it’s much harder to dismiss.
• FLAG MESSAGES YOU NOTICE
THAT COULD HURT THE
ORGANIZATION’S IMAGE.
Let’s say the images on your
company’s About Us page show a
sea of similar faces, or a marketing
campaign risks co-opting a cultural
symbol. It’s worth sharing your

observations with higher-ups,
along with your well-intentioned
reason for raising the issue (e.g.,
“It’s important to signal that our
company values inclusion for
the sake of our customers and
our employees”). Even if nothing
changes right away, you’re planting
seeds that will grow when the next
person raises the issue.
• ASK HR FOR STATISTICS — AND
TRANSPARENCY — ON DIVERSITY.
Is your organization collecting
data on hiring demographics, pay,
or promotion disparities? If not,
suggest to HR that it start. If so, ask
for those results to be published
company-wide — research suggests
that disclosure leads to gap
reductions — and share your reasons
for asking (e.g., “That way, we’ll all
be able to take pride in what we’re
doing well and be empowered to
help improve the areas where we’re
falling short”). The same goes for
engagement survey results. Even
a question as simple as “Do you
feel like you belong here?” can help
gauge whether your organization has
an inclusive, healthy culture, or one in
need of support. If your engagement
survey doesn’t have inclusionminded questions, you might send
some ideas to your HR contact.
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OVERCOMPENSATION CAN INVITE BIAS
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Be careful not to
overcompensate — which
can invite additional biases.

As you become more invested in shaping
an inclusive culture around you, you may,
ironically, become more susceptible to
new bias pitfalls, such as:
• ASSUMING A LEVEL OF
FAMILIARITY THAT’S
UNPROFESSIONAL.
Just because you participate in
diversity initiatives or have a diverse
set of friends, doesn’t mean that you
can tell a joke based on stereotypes
or use a group-specific term at work.
What you see as perfectly fine, given
your comfort level, can be biased
and hurtful in someone else’s eyes.
• GIVING FELLOW ALLIES
AND PEOPLE FROM
UNDERREPRESENTED
GROUPS A PASS FOR POOR
PERFORMANCE OR BEHAVIORS.
It’s easy to favor people who you’re
close to or who align with your

mission. But it’s not fair or helpful,
especially if you consistently judge
allies and underrepresented
groups by an easier standard or
shy away from giving them helpful
critical feedback.
• OVERATTRIBUTING
BEHAVIORS TO BIAS.
When a decision or action seems

IMPORTANT NOTE
This guide does not cover responding to illegal behaviors, such as discrimination and harassment.
The line between unconscious bias and these illegal behaviors isn’t always clear. If someone’s
behavior may have crossed this line, be sure to review your company’s policies on harassment and
discrimination, which may require you to report the incident, or contact HR for clarification.

unfair, it could be the result of bias
but it could also be the result of
poor communication, misaligned
expectations, or any number of
other factors not visible to you.
When in doubt, ask questions
about the situation before jumping
to the conclusion that it’s simply a
matter of bias.

For additional information about
how we can help your organization
identify your unconscious biases,
email us at info@franklincovey.com
or visit franklincovey.com.
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